New evidence for learning-based accounts of gaze following: Testing a robotic prediction
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Abstract—Gaze following is an early-emerging skill in infancy argued to be fundamental to joint attention and later language. However, how gaze following emerges has been a topic of great debate. The most widely-accepted developmental theories suggest that infants are able to gaze follow only by understanding shared attention. Another group of theories suggests that infants may learn to follow gaze based on low-level social reinforcement. Nagai et al. [Advanced Robotics, 20, 10 (2006)] successfully taught a robot to gaze follow purely through social reinforcement, and found that the robot learned to follow gaze in the horizontal plane before it learned to follow gaze in the vertical plane. In this study, we tested whether 12-month-old infants were also better at gaze following in the horizontal than the vertical plane. This prediction does not follow from the predominant developmental theories, which have no reason to assume differences between infants’ ability to follow gaze in the two planes. We found that infants had higher accuracy when following gaze in the horizontal than the vertical plane (p = .01). These results confirm a core prediction of the robot model, suggesting that children may also learn to gaze follow through reinforcement learning. This study was pre-registered, and all data, code, and materials are openly available on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/fqp8z/).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to engage in joint attention (the shared focus of two individuals on an object) is a key developmental milestone, and an important precursor to language development [1]. However, how joint attention initially emerges is the subject of great debate. Arguably a critical precursor to joint attention is gaze following: orienting to the same object that another interlocutor is looking at [2], [3]. Gaze following is found in human infants (e.g. [4], [5]) and many non-human species (e.g. [6], [7], [8], [9]). Evidence for the age at which this ability initially emerges is mixed, however. Whether or not infants are able to gaze follow in a given study seems to be affected not only by age but also whether stimulus presentation is live or computerized, whether there is perceived movement, whether the eye direction is accompanied by a head turn, whether a communicative or attention directing cue is used before the gaze shift, and what measure is used (for a review, see [10]).

Eye-tracking studies of gaze following show some evidence of gaze following from 5 months of age [11], [12], [13], [14], including in non-WEIRD (Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic) populations [15].

While gaze following in infancy has been repeatedly demonstrated, the origins of this skill remain controversial. The most widely-accepted developmental theories assume that it is an innate ability which relies on infants’ capacity to understand others’ communicative intent (e.g. [16], [17]). Specifically, on these accounts infants are born with the understanding that adults are intentional communicative agents, and based on this understanding, look where adults look in order to obtain that information. In support of these accounts are studies that suggest infants may have some rudimentary form of gaze following (gaze cueing) from birth, evidenced by the finding that newborns detect an object on the screen faster if it appears in a location previously cued by another’s gaze ([4]). Others argue that although this is not an ability that is present from birth, at a certain time point the ability to read others’ intentions and hence follow gaze ‘switches on’. This account is supported by the finding that younger infants need the presence of ostensive cues (direct gaze and infant directed speech) in order to follow gaze ([13], but see [12], [14] for the argument that this is due only to the attention grabbing qualities of these cues). More broadly, while overall there exists a family of rich accounts of gaze following, all incorporate one or more innate, presumably genetically encoded components assumed to exist from birth or to come online according to some maturational timetable.

In contrast to these rich interpretations, recent computational work has proposed a range of lower-level processes which may support the development of gaze following without the need for any understanding of intention. Rather, these simulations offer mechanisms by which infants may learn this skill, in particular through social reinforcement [18], [3], [19]. Specifically, if infants tend to look at things that are interesting, then infants are positively reinforced when they look in the same direction, even if initially this is just by chance. Modeling work thus demonstrates that the typical development of gaze following can be simulated with a combination of the infant’s perceptual skills and preferences, habituation and
reward-driven learning, and a structured social environment in which the caregiver tends to interact with objects that the infant finds interesting. In particular, Nagai, Asada and Hosoda [20] successfully taught a developmental robot with a simple neural network cognitive architecture to gaze follow through low-level, supervised associative learning, without any built-in understanding of intentionality. The robot was equipped with a camera which fed images of a human experimenter to a visual system consisting of a connectionist map, which encoded these images, and a retinal smoothing layer, simulating the development of infants’ visual acuity. In the experimental setup the experimenter held up an object in the robot’s visual field. After processing the visual input from the camera, the robot generated a motor command, adjusting the joint angles in its head and neck, resulting in a head turn and a change in its visual field. The robot was then given feedback based on the output error between the location of the object in the visual field and its gaze direction: if the object was centered in a predetermined location in the visual field, gaze following was considered successful and no adjustments to the neural network were made. When the object was outside the visual field or off-center, gaze following was considered unsuccessful, and random noise was added to the connection weights in the robot’s neural network. Across training, therefore, head movements resulting in incorrect gaze following were less likely to be produced, increasing the relative strength of connections which produced correct gaze following1.

Following training, testing with previously untrained images demonstrated that the robot could successfully follow the experimenter’s gaze. However, testing at intervals in training revealed that it did so in stages: early in learning, the robot initially learned to follow gaze in the horizontal plane, and only later in the vertical plane. Importantly, horizontal input to the robot was more perceptually variable than the vertical input, suggesting that in this model, environmental input was critical in shaping the trajectory of the robot’s behavioral development. Thus, this work makes the empirically testable prediction that infants too should initially follow gaze shifts more successfully in the horizontal than the vertical direction. Importantly, potential differences in infants’ ability to follow gaze in the horizontal and vertical plane are yet to be explored. More broadly, this system learned to follow gaze based on visuomotor input and associative learning, raising the possibility that low-level perceptual and proprioceptive information coupled with social reinforcement are sufficient to support the emergence of this important ability.

In this study, we test the prediction made by Nagai and colleagues’ [20] robotic model. Specifically, we ask whether 12-month-old infants are better at gaze following in the horizontal than the vertical plane. If infants show better gaze following in the horizontal than the vertical plane, this would be compatible with the low-level mechanisms implemented in the model. Our piloting showed that 12-month-old infants were able to follow the gaze direction in our stimuli, but were not at ceiling or floor. This age group are therefore at an intermediate developmental stage in which gaze following is not consistently accurate, raising the possibility that at this age, we may observe the differences in horizontal/vertical tracking predicted by the robot. All pre-registered hypotheses, materials, code, and data can be found on the Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/fq8z/).

II. Method

A. Participants

16 typically developing 12-month-old infants took part in the experiment (mean age: 364 days; range: 352 days to 376 days; 11 female; all Caucasian; 13 monolingual English). One additional infant was excluded due to fussiness. All infants were reported to have no developmental delays and no visual impairments that would stop them being able to see the stimuli.

B. Stimuli and Design

Example stimuli are depicted in Figure 1. Each trial consisted of a three-second long video. Trials were split into control trials and experimental trials. Control trials consisted of a central fixation cross (1000 ms) followed by a novel object appearing in one of four locations 200 pixels left, right, up, or down from the center of the screen (2000 ms), and were designed to test whether infants found gaze shifts (without gaze following) a priori easier in the horizontal than the vertical plane. Experimental trials consisted of a human face looking directly at the infant, surrounded by four images of the same object in each of the locations (1000 ms) followed by averted gaze to one of the four locations (2000 ms). We used five photographs of one female face looking left, right, up, down, and directly at the camera. The eyes from the left, right, up and down photographs were superimposed onto the face looking directly at the camera, ensuring the face was identical apart from gaze direction. We selected objects from the NOUN database [21] that had no obvious top/bottom in order to avoid biasing infants’ attention. In total, 64 videos were made, consisting of the eight objects in the four locations for both the control and experimental conditions. These videos were pseudorandomized into four orders such that infants never saw the same object, location or trial type (control, experimental) on more than two successive trials. All videos are available on OSF.

C. Procedure

Infants sat on their caregiver’s lap during the experiment in front of a 23-inch screen (seated approximately 0.6 meters away). An eye-tracker (Tobii X120) captured infant looking times and gaze locations on screen. We used Tobii Studio 3.3.1 to present stimuli and gather eye-tracking data. We performed a five-point calibration for all infants before beginning the experiment. After this calibration, we instructed caregivers not to talk to or interact with their infant, and that they could stop

1 A formal description of the model is outside the scope of the current paper; however for details see Nagai et al. (2006)
the experiment at any time if the infant became too fussy, and the experiment began. Infants saw up to a maximum of 64 trials in one of the four pseudorandomized orders. Caregivers decided when to end the experiment, with 12 infants seeing the full 64 trials.

We exported raw data from Tobii Studio 3.3.1 and analyzed them using the eyetrackingR package [23]. First, Areas Of Interest (AOIs) were defined for center (400 x 400 pixels), and left, right, up, and down object locations (each 340 x 400 pixels). Our accuracy variable was proportion looking: length of looking at target object divided by total looking at all four objects.

D. Analysis

We performed all analyses in R 3.5.2 [22]. Analyses by plane were preregistered on OSF. After visualizing the data and observing differences between the positions within the planes, we performed complementary exploratory analyses by position. We submitted proportion looking to a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA with main effects of condition (gaze vs. control) and plane (horizontal vs. vertical) and their interaction, with planned follow up paired t-tests (Figure 2). The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between condition and plane for proportion looking \( F(1,15) = 10.28, p = .006 \). There was a significant main effect of condition, with accuracy being significantly higher for control than gaze trials \( F(1,15) = 95.9, p < .001 \). There was a significant main effect of plane, with accuracy being significantly higher for the horizontal than the vertical plane \( F(1,15) = 6.59, p = .02 \). We carried out separate paired t-tests to assess the effect of plane on each condition. In gaze trials, accuracy was significantly lower for the up looks \( M = .36, SD = .15; t(31) = 2.32, p = .03 \) than the vertical plane \( M = .93, SD = .06; t(15) = -1.16, p = .27 \). We submitted proportion looking to a 2 x 4 repeated measures ANOVA with main effects of condition (gaze vs. control) and position (up, down, left, and right) and their interaction, with planned follow up paired t-tests (Figure 3). The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between condition and position for proportion looking \( F(3,45) = 4.78, p = .006 \), a significant main effect of condition (as above), and a significant main effect of position \( F(3,45) = 4.67, p = .006 \). We carried out one way repeated measures ANOVAs to assess the effect of position on each condition. In gaze trials, there was a significant effect of position \( F(3,45) = 5.26, p = .003 \), whereas in the control trials, there was not \( F(3,45) = 0.61, p = .61 \). We carried out separate paired t-tests to assess the effect of position in the gaze trials. In gaze trials, accuracy was significantly lower for the up looks \( M = .09, SD = .13 \) than the down looks \( M = .24, SD = .22; t(31) = 2.35, p = .03 \), left looks \( M = .29, SD = .24; t(31) = 2.32, p = .03 \), and right looks \( M = .36, SD = .15; t(31) = 2.32, p = .03 \).

III. RESULTS

Table 1 provides infants’ average looking times to each possible stimulus location following object appearance (control trials) and gaze shifts (gaze trials).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Loc</th>
<th>Average Looking Time (ms) Post Onset of Shift/Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze</td>
<td>Down</td>
<td>794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaze</td>
<td>Up</td>
<td>832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. By Plane

We submitted proportion looking to a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA with main effects of condition (gaze vs. control) and plane (horizontal vs. vertical) and their interaction, with planned follow up paired t-tests (Figure 2). The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between condition and plane for proportion looking \( F(1,15) = 10.28, p = .006 \). There was a significant main effect of condition, with accuracy being significantly higher for control than gaze trials \( F(1,15) = 95.9, p < .001 \). There was a significant main effect of plane, with accuracy being significantly higher for the horizontal than the vertical plane \( F(1,15) = 6.59, p = .02 \). We carried out separate paired t-tests to assess the effect of plane on each condition. In gaze trials, accuracy was significantly lower for the up looks \( M = .36, SD = .15; t(31) = 2.32, p = .03 \) than the vertical plane \( M = .93, SD = .06; t(15) = -1.16, p = .27 \).

B. By Location

We submitted proportion looking to a 2 x 4 repeated measures ANOVA with main effects of condition (gaze vs. control) and position (up, down, left, and right) and their interaction, with planned follow up one way repeated measures ANOVAs and paired t-tests (Figure 3). The ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between condition and position for proportion looking \( F(3,45) = 4.78, p = .006 \), a significant main effect of condition (as above), and a significant main effect of position \( F(3,45) = 4.67, p = .006 \). We carried out one way repeated measures ANOVAs to assess the effect of position on each condition. In gaze trials, there was a significant effect of position \( F(3,45) = 5.26, p = .003 \), whereas in the control trials, there was not \( F(3,45) = 0.61, p = .61 \). We carried out separate paired t-tests to assess the effect of position in the gaze trials. In gaze trials, accuracy was significantly lower for the up looks \( M = .09, SD = .13 \) than the down looks \( M = .24, SD = .22; t(31) = 2.35, p = .03 \), left looks \( M = .29, SD = .24; t(31) = 2.32, p = .03 \), and right looks \( M = .36, SD = .15;
There was no significant difference in accuracy between down and left looks \[t(31) = -0.11, p = .91\], down and right looks \[t(31) = -1.42, p = .17\] or left and right looks \[t(31) = -1.01, p = .32\].

Fig. 2. Gaze following accuracy across condition and plane. Point range shows means and standard deviations. Width shows probability density.

Fig. 3. Gaze following accuracy across condition and position. Point range shows means and standard deviations. Width shows probability density.

**DISCUSSION**

In the current study we tested the predictions of Nagai et al.’s [20] robotic implementation of the development of gaze following. In this work, the robot learned to gaze follow based on associative learning and visuomotor input, and did so more rapidly in the horizontal than the vertical plane. Our results capture this prediction: they suggest that 12-month-old infants have higher accuracy when gaze following in the horizontal than the vertical plane. We find no such difference in our control condition, where objects appear in the same locations but are not cued with gaze. Importantly, the results of our control condition indicate that the difference found in the experimental condition is not due to *a priori* more accurate eye movements in the horizontal than vertical plane. Our results are therefore compatible with the robotic prediction, in which gaze following emerged from a combination of associative learning mechanisms and social reinforcement.

It is interesting to note that infants in our study are ‘bad’ at gaze following, that is, they show a maximum of 36% accuracy in the right look condition (where 25% is chance performance), and spend most of their time fixating the center of the face (see Table 1). This is to be expected, as it has been shown repeatedly that infants respond best to head and eye movements in combination [24]. The movement of just the eyes is a very subtle cue, and lacks head movement information, and so is understandably more difficult for infants to follow. We chose to manipulate only eyes in this experiment in order to create stimuli that were as controlled as possible, but future research should explore whether our findings can be replicated for combined head movement and eye cues, since if gaze following is learned, these additional cues should also be integrated by the learning mechanism.

Our interpretation rests on the assumption that in the real world, infants encounter more variability in gaze input in the horizontal plane than the vertical plane. Indeed, in Nagai and colleagues’ input to the robot, greater horizontal variability in the gaze input interacted with the robot’s developing visual acuity leading to more successful initial learning in the horizontal plane. A further test of this mechanism would be to increase vertical variability in the input to the robot; in this case, if the robot learned to gaze follow first in the vertical plane, this would support this explanation of the model’s behavior. Importantly, however, whether infants too encounter more horizontal than vertical variability in gaze information is not known, pointing to an interesting empirical question for future work. These two types of evidence in combination with the current study would provide strong support for the theory that infants can learn to follow gaze based on the interaction of input, low-level associative processes and social reinforcement.

While the current data offer support for learning-based accounts of gaze following, we cannot rule out alternative accounts based on innate cognitive processes. In particular, the shape of the human eye is such that horizontal eye movements are easier to see, due to the amount of visible white sclera being larger. For this reason, one could argue for an innate perceptual system tuned to spot horizontal eye movements (and see [4], for evidence of gaze cueing in newborns). However, if this were the case, in the current study we might expect to find better gaze following in the upwards vertical gaze (where there is more visible sclera) than the downwards vertical gaze (where no sclera is visible), which is not the case (see Figure 3). In fact, interestingly, we find significantly worse accuracy for upwards looks than all three other positions. Intuitively this is consistent...
with learning theories, as infants are typically situated below adults’ line of gaze, which would elicit more frequent downwards than upwards looks from the adult. Again, however, empirical evidence from naturalistic input to infants is needed to assess this possibility. Nonetheless, since in this study we are not studying learning itself but rather an outcome of the possible learning mechanism, we cannot rule out the possibility that some other innate mechanism is responsible for the difference in gaze following in the horizontal and vertical planes, for example that this bias is acquired through evolution to adapt to the environment where information in the horizontal direction is richer than that in the vertical direction. However, we believe our control condition goes some way towards controlling for this, as if information in the horizontal direction is generally richer, we might expect differences also when objects appear in horizontal and vertical locations without being cued by gaze.

Taken together, our results and those of Nagai et al. [20] raise the possibility that a low-level learning mechanism provided with structured input may be sufficient to support the development of gaze following in human infants; whether infants do additionally possess an innate ability to read others’ intentions remains an open question. Importantly, however, current prominent theories in developmental psychology (e.g. [16], [17]) do not predict that there would be differences in accuracy of gaze following across the horizontal and vertical planes, as an understanding of shared attention or communicative intent (the basis for these theories) is not dependent on direction of gaze. As such, the current results point to new opportunities for the development of mechanistic theories that can account for these behavioral data. More broadly, the current study highlights the important contribution developmental robotics can make to the testing and refinement of developmental theory.
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